Position Title: Lift Operator
Main Functions: Lift operators are in direct contact with and provide safe and friendly transport of area guests. Lift
Operators’ primary function is the safe, courteous and efficient operation of aerial lift, surface tow, carousel and conveyor
type winter sports transport systems.
Reports To: Lift Supervisor
Duties:








































Complete Lift Operator training
Demonstrate teamwork by courteously working alongside co-workers, promoting respect
Set a good example, showing responsible work ethics
Report to work on time, as scheduled
Open and close the transport systems on time, as scheduled
Complete daily operating documentation accurately and legibly
Shovel snow to build and maintain ramps, maze and work areas
Safely and courteously assist the loading of passengers
Safely and courteously observe and assist the unloading of passengers
Set up and take down barriers, mazes and signs
Recognize and report hazardous conditions
Understand basic transport system mechanics enabling accurate and intelligent communication with maintenance
personnel, emergency personnel, office personnel and monitoring authorities.
Observe transport system equipment and report anything out of the ordinary
Evaluate and report hazardous weather conditions
Attend weekly safety meetings
Maintain staff uniform and riding privilege compliance
Maintain a clean and professional appearance.
Maintain housekeeping, ramp and maze requirements
Comply with the daily operating schedule and staff rotation
Comply with Anthony Lakes and departmental policies and procedures
Participate in special event functions if necessary
Promote awareness of, and attention to guest services
Promote guest and worker safety consciousness with respect to job duties and responsibilities
Assume all other responsibilities assigned
Maintain a clean, safe, and organized work area
Provide guests with resort service information
Patrol the resort for litter
Assist other departments if necessary

Employment Requirements:
Minimum of 18 years of age (Oregon state law)
Possess a high school diploma, GED, or one of the following; One to three months of related experience or training.
Have an equivalent combination of education and experience.
Ability to read, and interpret documents such as operating and maintenance instructions and procedure manuals.
Ability to write routine reports, and correspondence.
Ability to speak effectively before groups of customers and staff.
Ability to stand for long periods
Ability to walk up hill in deep snow
Ability to work in and effectively communicate in a fast-paced environment
Desire to have fun, play in the snow and ski/snowboard!

